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Report on HOSTS survey return
S. Ertel1, P. Hinz1, B. Mennesson2, D. Defre`re3, G. Kennedy4,5, P. Willems2, and the
HOSTS science team
1 Scope of this Document
Observations for the HOSTS (Hunt for Observable Signatures of Terrestrial Systems) survey for warm
dust around nearby stars (exozodiacal dust, i.e., dust in and near their habitable zones, HZs) have
been completed in the first half of 2018 (during observing semester 2018A). The goal of HOSTS was
to constrain the occurrence rate and typical level of exozodiacal dust around a sample of nearby stars
in order to assess the risk imposed by this dust to future space missions attempting to directly image
habitable exoplanets. We here report on the immediate conclusions of the survey relevant to this goal.
Detailed descriptions of the HOSTS observing strategy, data reduction, and analysis together with
detailed statistical results were provided by Ertel et al. (2018a). Here, we provide only a brief summary
of these points and updates where necessary. In particular, we provide the final null measurements
and derived HZ dust levels (zodi levels) for all observed stars and final statistics derived from those
measurements.
2 Observations
The observations have been carried out with the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI). We
used nulling interferometry in the N band to combine the two 8.4m apertures, to suppress the light
from the central star, and to reveal faint, circumstellar emission. The total flux transmitted in nulling
mode was measured and calibrated using a photometric observation of the target star. Nodding was
used to subtract the variable telescope and sky background. Each observation of a science target (SCI)
was paired with an identical observation of a reference star (CAL) to determine the instrumental null
depth (nulling transfer function, the instrumental response to a point source) and calibrate the science
observations.
Science targets were selected from the full HOSTS target list compiled by Weinberger et al. (2015)
according to target observability and priority. This list consists of nearby, bright (N > 1 Jy) main
sequence stars without close binary companions (within 1.5′′). The sample is separated into early type
stars (spectral types A to F5) for which our observations are most sensitive and Sun-like stars (spectral
types F6 to K8) which are preferred targets for future exo-Earth imaging missions. The observed stars
are listed with their basic properties in Table 1. Calibrators were selected following Mennesson et al.
(2014) using the catalogs of Borde´ et al. (2002) and Me´rand et al. (2005), supplemented by stars from
the JSDC catalog and the SearchCal tool (both Chelli et al. 2016) where necessary. Several calibrators
(usually four) were selected for each science target so that the same calibrator was typically not used
twice for the same science target in order to minimize systematic errors due to imperfect knowledge of
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the calibrator stars.
Observations were carried out in queue mode together with a variety of other observing programs
using the LBTI, including high-contrast direct imaging and integral field spectroscopic observations. This
increased the pool of nights to choose from for the nulling observations which are very demanding in
terms of weather conditions. A total of ten nights of observing time per observing semester were allocated
for the HOSTS survey over the 2016B, to 2018A semesters. To ensure progress on the HOSTS survey
could be made as expected, four nights per semester were allocated as highest priority in the queue, to
be executed when ever the weather was suitable. The remaining six nights per semester were allocated
as lower priority and served in part as contingency for weather loss.
3 Data reduction and zodi measurements
Data reduction followed the strategy outlined by Defre`re et al. (2016) with minor updates as described
by Ertel et al. (2018a). After a basic reduction of each frame (nod subtraction, bad pixel correction),
aperture photometry was performed on each single frame. Three different apertures were used to (1)
optimize the photon and read noise limited signal-to-noise in the aperture assuming emission that is
spatially unresolved by the single dish telescope PSF, (2) optimize the photon and read noise limited
signal-to-noise for extended emission analogous to the Solar system zodiacal dust, and (3) include all
plausible extended N band dust emission from the system. The raw null depths and their uncertainties
were determined using the null self calibration method (NSC, Mennesson et al. 2011; Hanot et al. 2011;
Defre`re et al. 2016; Mennesson et al. 2016), combining all frames recorded within a given nod for a
statistical analysis. These measurements within an observing sequence of a science target were then
combined and the corresponding calibrator observations were used to calibrate the null measurements.
The calibrated null measurements for each aperture and each science target are listed in Table 1.
For the conversion from null measurements to dust levels, we used the model presented by Kennedy
et al. (2015). It describes a radial dust surface density distribution analogous to the Solar system’s
zodiacal dust, scaled in size with the square root of the host star’s luminosity. We scale the dust surface
density (vertical geometrical optical depth) of this model to 7.17×10-8 at the Earth Equivalent Insolation
distance (EEID, the distance from the star where a body receives the same energy density from the star
as Earth does from the Sun), equal to the surface density of the zodiacal dust at 1 AU from the Sun.
This defines the unit of 1 zodi which we use to quantify the HZ dust levels around our target stars.
The usually unknown orientation of the potential dust disk (inclination and position angle) were
randomized and the response of the LBTI to all possible orientations was used to compute a most
likely null-to-zodi conversion factor and its uncertainty from the typically unknown disk orientation.
Correction factors for the limited aperture size were computed from the same model. For detected
excesses we converted the null measurement from the aperture that yields the most significant detection
to a zodi level. For non detections we used the measurement based on the noise optimized aperture
assuming a dust distribution analogous to the Solar system’s zodiacal dust. This assumption is justified
by the fact that our detections all agree with it within the measurement uncertainties.
4 Results
The null and zodi measurements derived from the HOSTS survey are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the
null measurements and sensitivities reached for all stars and the three apertures used. The distributions
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Fig. 1: Histograms of null measurements and uncertainties for all hosts survey observations.
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Table 2: Subsamples, excess detections, and occurrence rates.
Cold dust Clean All



















of the significance Nas/σN of null measurements are generally well behaved, consistent with a Gaussian
distribution around a significance of Nas/σN = 0 and a tail of detections at Nas/σN > 3. This
can be expected for a sample in which a fraction of stars have no excesses, while the other stars do
have significant excess. The standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution (measured for stars with
Nas/σN < 3) is slightly larger than the expected value of one by a factor of ∼1.3. This may indicate
that among the stars without significant null excess there are still stars with tentative excesses, or that
we slightly underestimate our measurement uncertainties. While the former can be expected, the latter
is also supported by the one measurement of Nas/σN < −3 and the generally symmetrical distribution
of non-detections around Nas/σN = 0. The distribution of the measurement uncertainties is also well
behaved with a sharp peak at low uncertainty and a tail toward higher uncertainties for stars observed
under less suitable conditions or for which the observations could not be completed. As expected, the
median uncertainty increases with aperture size. The larger scatter for the conservative aperture can
be explained by the fact that this aperture is optimized for each star and thus changes from target to
target.
Based on these arguments, we define our detection threshold as Nas/σN > 3. We detect such excesses
around 10 stars among the total of 38 stars observed. These stars show strong excess (Nas/σN > 5)
and/or have been detected combining consistent data from at least two independent observations (i.e.,
in at least two different nights). Another star, 13 UMa, shows a tentative detection. However, due to
mediocre data quality and partly inconsistent results from two independent observations and for different
aperture sizes, we do not consider this detection significant.
It is interesting to note that the data quality has been improving continuously throughout the survey
due to better understanding of the instrument performance, telescope vibrations, and weather constraints,
as well as improved experience in executing the observations. This is most evident when comparing the
median null uncertainty for a given aperture size in Fig. 1 for the whole sample with that of the early
sample published by Ertel et al. (2018a). For example, for our nominal (13 pix) aperture the median
uncertainty has been improved from 0.11% to 0.09%. In addition, several ongoing and future upgrades
(e.g., adaptive optics, new detector) are expected to further improve performance.
The basic detection statistics for different subsamples of targets are summarized in Table 2. We find
higher detection rates for stars with cold dust (dusty stars) compared to stars without (clean stars). For
early type stars this correlation is strong, but the small number of dusty Sun-like stars in our sample
prohibits a definite conclusion. Such stars are relatively rare and observing them was not a priority of the
HOSTS survey as stars with known cold dust are unlikely to be first choice targets for future exo-Earth
imaging missions.
Fig. 2 compares the zodi sensitivities (1σ accuracy of the measurements) reached by the HOSTS
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WISE: 22 of 24174 (0.09%)
KIN: 5 of 44 (11%)
LBTI: 10 of 38 (26%)
Fig. 2: Sensitivity of the HOSTS survey compared to previous surveys.
survey to those of previous surveys, specifically the photometric measurements from WISE (Kennedy &
Wyatt, 2013) and the Keck Interferometer Nuller (KIN; Mennesson et al. 2014). We can see that our
sensitivity is about a factor 5 better than that of KIN for the observed samples. It is also visible that for
our best targets we are now able to detect HZ dust levels that are only a few times higher than in our
Solar system. Thus, using our Solar system as a template, the LBTI is now the most sensitive facility
to detect dust disks around a sample of most favorable stars.
5 Sample constraints on habitable zone dust levels
In addition to the basic statistics described in the previous section, we carried out a detailed statistical
analysis to determine the typical HZ dust level for Sun-like stars. We followed the strategy described
by Mennesson et al. (2014) and Ertel et al. (2018a). In our previous analysis of an early subset of
HOSTS observations, we assumed a log-normal probability distribution of the zodi level of a given star
(luminosity function) and fitted it to our zodi measurements for different subsamples of stars to determine
the median zodi levels of these samples and its uncertainties. We found that: (1) a lognormal luminosity
function appears inadequate to reproduce the observed distribution of excesses well, instead a bimodal
luminosity function in which most stars have low zodi levels and a few ‘outliers’ have relatively high
levels is more likely, and (2) within our statistical uncertainties, the difference between stars with and
without cold dust seen for early-type stars cannot be confirmed or ruled out for Sun-like stars. The
former is further supported by our complete survey data, while the latter remains valid. We thus do not
distinguish between dusty and clean Sun-like stars and use the ‘free-form’ iterative maximum likelihood
algorithm described by Mennesson et al. (2014) instead of a lognormal luminosity function.
For the free-form method, the explored zodi levels are binned and the unknown luminosity function
is parameterized through the probability that a given star has a zodi level in each of the bins. For our
analysis we selected bins of equal width of 1 zodi ranging from 0 zodis to 2000 zodis, an upper limit
consistent with the LBTI measurements of Sun-like stars. The probability in each bin was then adjusted
iteratively to maximize the likelihood of observing the data (Mennesson et al. 2014, Section 4.6). The
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Fig. 3: Nominal, optimistic (low median, m − σlower), and pessimistic (high median, m + σupper) free
form fits to the HOSTS data for Sun-like stars.
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median zodi level m was used to characterize the distribution. To determine the uncertainty of the
derived distribution, we randomly disturbed this ‘nominal’ distribution, creating 105 new distributions
with small deviations form the nominal one. The likelihood of observing the data was computed for each
of these distributions, and the profile likelihood theorem was then used to derive 1σ confidence intervals
on m from its distribution among them. We find from our data a median zodi level of Sun-like stars
of m = 4.5+7.3−1.5 zodis. The nominal and 1σ optimistic (low median, m − σlower) and pessimistic (high
median, m+ σupper) free-form distributions are shown in Fig. 3. These statistics have been adopted by
the HabEx and LUVOIR mission study teams.
6 Detailed analysis of specific detections
In addition to the statistical constraints derived from the HOSTS observations, the data also provide
important constraints on specific systems for which exozodiacal dust has been detected or for which
strong and interesting upper limits have been found. β UMa and β Leo are examples of massive HZ dust
detections in systems with known cold dust. In contrast, Vega has surprisingly low HZ dust level despite
a massive cold disk. Eri is a nearby, interesting late type star for exo-Earth imaging, but has a very
high HZ dust level, so should be avoided. The dust in the 110 Her system seems to be concentrated
relatively far from the star, while the large amounts of dust around η Crv is located very close in (Defre`re
et al., 2015). Several systems have high HZ dust levels despite the lack of detected cold dust, which
may complicate the target selection for exo-Earth imaging and needs to be understood.
These systems can be studied in detail to understand their properties and diversity of their architec-
tures in order to understand the connection between the HZ dust level and other properties of a system
such as stellar luminosity, the presence of an outer, cold dust belt, or the presence of known planets in the
system. Such studies improve our understanding of the formation and evolution of the HZ dust and thus
increase the ability of models to predict the level of HZ dust in systems that could not be observed by the
HOSTS survey. This will critically assist in the target selection for future exo-Earth imaging missions, for
example by determining whether Sun-like stars with known cold dust really need to be avoided (some of
those systems such as τ Ceti would be the most interesting targets). We have performed the first such
studies on the exizting data (Defre`re et al. 2015, Hinz et al. in prep.) and the HOSTS science team is
currently analyzing the most relevant, remaining detections. Follow-up observations with the LBTI at a
wide range of position angles and different wavelengths are critical, however, to derive strong constraints
on the architectures of the detected dust disks. Furthermore, the wider community has already taken up
the first HOSTS publications for more analyses. Bonsor et al. (2018) have developed a model to predict
or rule out the presence of giant planets in a system based on the mass and location of an outer belt
and the level of HZ dust from our observations. More analyses of our detections will help calibrating
this model to produce accurate constraints.
7 Conclusions
The HOSTS survey has been completed successfully. In this report we have delivered the final null and
zodi measurements for all stars observed and the derived statistical constraints on the typical dust levels of
nearby main sequence stars. We found a best-fit median zodi level for Sun-like stars of m = 4.5+7.3−1.5 zodis.
These constraints have been adopted by the HabEx and LUVOIR mission study teams. Our results are
in the regime of .10 zodis where they critically inform future exo-Earth imaging missions. We found a
significant number of detections and detailed studies of these systems will improve our predictive power
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of zodi levels for systems that could not be observed.
We showed that the performance of the LBTI has been continuously improving due to better under-
standing of the system and weather constraints for nulling observations. Maintaining this expertise is
critical for future use of the LBTI or other nulling interferometric facilities to further inform exo-Earth
imaging missions. The performance is expected to further improve in the future due to ongoing and
planned instrument upgrades.
Despite the successful completion of the HOSTS survey, there are several open questions that need to
be answered in the future, specifically with new, focussed LBTI observations. It needs to be determined
by observing a larger sample of Sun-like stars with cold dust if these stars host significantly larger
amounts of HZ dust compared to clean Sun-like stars. The diversity of exozodi systems needs to be
better understood by follow-up observation and characterization of the detected systems in order to
better understand the origin of the dust and strengthen the predictive power of modes of its formation
and evolution. This way, the dust levels of stars that cannot be observed by the LBTI (too faint, too
far South) can be better predicted. One caveat of the HOSTS observations are the weak constraints on
the dust properties and thus the scattered light brightness of exozodiacal dust in the visible from the
N band thermal emission observations. Characterizing the detected systems through multi-wavelength
observations with the LBTI across the N band (and in principle possible down to the K band) are
critical to better constrain the dust properties and to complement future scattered light observations of
our brightest targets, e.g., with WFIRST. The prospects for follow-up observations of HOSTS detections
with the LBTI have been discussed in detail by Ertel et al. (2018b).
This document is excerpted from an unpublished prior version that contains information of a purely
contractual nature that is not included here. This research was carried out by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, primarily through a subcontract to the University of Arizona.
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